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JULY 19 - 25 2020

July 19 – 20      Sun oppose Saturn 28* Cancer – 28* Capricorn  This time just so 
happens to be during the New Moon described below. A few days which requires 
patience as we observe and accept the next steps to discover for ourselves.

July 21   Mercury square Chiron at 9* Aries  A bit of touchiness in the air. Reviewing 
issues from the past that hurt, felt wrong, disconnected from reality – somehow 
unsettling and becoming clear with them.

July 22 – August 22     Sun enters Leo  -

 A time of guts, courage and confidence. Be dynamically bold
and courageous. Live your life fully.

It is a cycle of empowerment through the heart. 
Bolster up your courageous adventurous self to set out on some form of outing  -  a 
quest of some sort. Be creative, design your next 90 days out. Plan anything relocating,
an skilled  and clever vacation during the last straggled periods of lockdown time, or 
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throw yourself into a dynamic business plan.
 Children, babies can be strongly discussed – love and romance, launching new 
projects for business and anything of the arts, music and movie/production related are
quite strong throughout this period under the vitality and expansive creative potential 
of Sun in Leo. Remember, bolster up your inner confidence and get in touch with that 
vitality of your own Sun.

July 22      Mercury sextile Uranus at 10* Taurus    Smart and honest people reveal 
truthful information, inspiring perspectives  and  could unique plans to share with you 
in order to handle sensitive situations and decisions which must be made. Invitations 
to a gathering of some sort goes well. Feeling included. 

July 27   Jupiter sextile Neptune   A much needed reprieve from all the insanity.
(July 22 – 30)
( From last week's Stardrops ) ….   Beginning July 18 and building up to July 27  as the 
strongest period, and continuing up through August 10, 2020, the wonderful influence 
of Jupiter at 20* Capricorn sextile the transiting Neptune at 20* Pisces brings some 
magical love and sweetness into our lives. 

Dates for Active Neptune sextile Jupiter

February 15-29, 2020
July 15 – August 10, peaking on July 27, 2020
October 1 – 20, peaking on October 12, 2020.   Over.

During this period between July 15 – August 10   especially, love is stronger than 
hate. Inner spiritual confidence in one's heart and truth is stronger than anger and 
emotionally charged arguments which very well could be exaggerated and plenty 
throughout this June – December period of 2020.

 Negotiation and empathetic communion is stronger than fighting. Hostilities are 
calmed down by objective and impersonal responses. 
Cool, calm, collect stealth operations continue in the background, as to avoid attention
and opposition.

Empathy and cooperation wins over dystopian mental states. 
Hostilities are calmed down temporarily with rational actions taken.

Personally, kindness and generosity is permeating around you. 



Something is pulling you towards creating a retreat? For yourself or for others?   A get 
away?  A longing for  a magical outcome with greater love and connection?

Incredible media, documentaries and interviews could emerge capturing the hearts of 
people. Receptivity to the possibility of a higher divine and invisible agenda is at play 
beyond the control of the programmed  humans.  This unifies people from every angle 
into one realization of what is truly going on. 

Opening oneself up to Higher truths and love brings deep rewards now.

January – December 2020  - The Pluto, Jupiter, Saturn conjunction in 
Capricorn (Authority, Government and exerting power and heavy restrictions, 
consequences and judgment upon others) continues to move through our lives looping 
over and over variations of punitive abusive confrontations and accusations upon just 
about anyone for any reason. This continual expression of Capricorn power keeps 
trying to find ways to cement into law, programs and organized systems, restrictions 
and new rules, organize agendas into new concrete enforcement making the world  pay
attention and yield to this new Ultra Status of irrational authority.

This grouping of planets will soon be in square to Mars retrograde in Aries, August – 
December, where a SEVERE CLASH AND LASHBACK TAKES OFF like a rocket.

The people are tapping into two things – succumbing to records of a repeat of past 
civilizations where similar disruptive social chaos instigated by some kind of dark 
forces bent on the ruin  of either a golden age that was in existence or ruining one 
about to happen. How? By using an aggressive technological social programming to 
instill mindless chaotic behavior, violence and destruction of everything,  by projecting
incomplete concepts and meaning into people's thinking, the takeovers occurred. 
Hence, Atlantis sunk.

Secondly – records returning to some, within their memory of strategically fighting off 
invasive technological infiltration upon a people, and winning, thereby restoring 
humanity's highest divine potential. 
Sounds like Science Fiction? 

Here are the dates for the most volatile and potentially disruptive period of this Mars 
aggression square Saturn, Pluto, Jupiter and oppose the Mercury Retro station turning
direct in Libra, ( on Nov 1 -10)  triggering increased unrest socially everywhere for any 
reason. Just pick one. 

MARS RETROGRADE

The Mars retro is official on September 9, but the squares coming from Mars in 



Aries begins early August and continues up into January. Remember, Mars in Aries 
theme is, who or what is taking control – you want your Higher Self to be in control of 
you and yours.

2020

August 3 -5
August 12 - 14
August 23 - 25
Sept 28 - 30
Oct 8 - 10
Oct 19 - 21
Nov 1 - 10
Dec 15 - 22
Dec 22 -24

2021

January 12 - 14
Jan 22-24, 2021

Light is accelerating on the planet  and could it be possible the power of this light (a 
Capricorn power in its own right!) is flushing out levels of darker consciousness 
previously hidden in the shadows?

" Divine I AM THAT I AM, Beloved Presence of infinite love, take charge over all 
Mars hostility and aggression, abuse of power and exaggerated and ultra dangerous
forms of abuse and hyper control over populations, cities, people, elections, political 
and social agendas which are only manipulated by dark forces attempting to destroy
the highest beauty, prosperity, intelligence and logical way of life benefiting all.  
Archangel Michael, take command and bring divine intelligence into all social - 
political situations and activities quickly with the speed of light. Contain all potential 
sabotage and violence, and bring order, love and common sense back into the people 
in all ways, Amen." 



New Moon at 28* Cancer on July 20 2020 oppose Saturn specifically, Pluto 
and Jupiter in Capricorn and square  Mars, the Black Moon and Chiron in Aries
July 20 to  August 3, 2020 up to the Full Moon in Aquarius on August 3.



With everything else that has been going on, I would consider this one cycle simply a 
time of taking a deep breath and accepting an inevitable next step.  What is this next 
step?  Have you noticed several key astrological cycles entail a new step to take? This is
how it goes. During this one, a period of days in order to accept something in your 
mind, individually and as a whole. It's a realization.

Can you separate the two? Personally and Globally?
What next step do you need to make and allow your mind to digest, that without this 
next step, what you want isn't going to happen – and an important next realization  the
public need to embrace and accept must occur or they can't achieve that higher 
ground.

It's that next step sometimes we procrastinate on forever- but time is fleeting and 
dissolving, there is no more time – no need to put off, just do.  Time is mush, strangely 
not real.

Whatever that awareness might be, it's going to be a natural next healthy step  
congruent with your inner  guidance, integrating morals and high values.  It is for you 
in this year 2020 - regarding love, partnership, family situations, relocating, your next 
step at work, profession  or financial security. 

It will take some planning, talks, support or new responsibilities which could be 
nagging us. It's saying, “ Okay, let's do this, it's now or never.”
Be smart and use common sense. Don't put yourself at risk throughout the rest of this 
year.
Any serious future projects one needs to tackle requires that conviction to get on with 
it, with prudence....our new routine, a plan, realistic vision and constancy and 
discipline. The outcome is for your material, emotional future security.

Having gone through surreal drama this year, wouldn't you say we have overcome 
much, endured and handled things fairly well, in spite of the backend ever changing 
agendas that have attempted to insert itself into our world?
 If you look at the past six months, some degree of grace has come into our lives to get 
us this far, stay awake and alert.
 Now we look forward into the rest of the year and quickly take note of what is left to 
do personally. 

It's all about the capturing of a new assignment but it won't
last long, about two weeks, however, it's meant to push us

strongly into action. 



In the next two weeks, expect globally severe confrontational accusations and reveals 
along with silent movements mobilized to regain order.  You know we're in a sort of, 
WAR. 
 This New Moon could mark the beginning of the next level up of harsh confrontations,
escalating the split between every day people, their security, businesses, family security
and finances versus the abuses of power splattered around the globe attempting to still
run the show.
 (Cancer/Capricorn polarization.) However, this period won't last much longer, and 
the New Moon addresses how it can be changed so everyone can thrive.

Work on yourself with a new self disciplined challenge rather than be tempted to take 
out ones' frustrations on others during this time.

That's all for now- we'll catch up in a weeks' time and see what new revelations have 
emerged.  Again, encouraging you to tune in to internet news in addition to your 
regular TV channels. You're going to get the deeper stories globally. 

Sign up for our Newsletter to receive weekly updates on important cycles you 
won't want to miss!  SIGN UP 
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